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I. Fundraising Fundamentals
Effective fundraising is all about relationships.
								
Personal relationships in which you can share evidence about
your program and through which trust can be built in your ability
to reach effective outcomes, is the core of all fundraising efforts.
This is true whether you are soliciting funds from individuals,
foundations or corporations.
In order to begin to develop these relationships, it is imperative
that your organization has:
• Established a solid vision
based on validated
need
• Built a defined and
reasonable plan of
action supported by a
financial pro forma
• And can demonstrate
outcomes achieved
through your efforts.
Establishing a network of
prospective donors before
you need them, is one of
the most important facets
of developing sustainable
funding. Through this
network of prospects, advocates and volunteers you can begin
to educate, engage and excite your base, creating a strong
bench to call on in support of your organization.
Why do people support your organization?
Because they are asked. I really wish it were more complicated
than that, but the honest truth, born out time and again in survey
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responses, is that
people give to people
who ask them to give.
Given the choice
between choosing to
spontaneously support
an organization on our
own or responding to
a request for support
from someone we
know, we most always
default to the latter.
The concept of building relationships is important to successful
fundraising, but asking is essential. The ask of your donors
(corporate, individuals or foundations) must:
• Be Specific- What amount are you asking for?
• Be Time delineated- When do you need this donation?
• Be Detailed - What will this donation be used for,
unambiguously?
• Be Respectful - Asking for the right amount, from the right
person, at the right time, for the right thing, with the right
appreciation.
Start with who you know.
Begin with those prospects who
have a connection with your
organization. Among this group,
assess who has an interest in seeing
you succeed and why. Finally,
assess their ability to assist you in
the time frame you require.
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Your closest acquaintances are the quickest road to fundraising
success. Begin dialogue about your requirements for funding
your services and the goals you plan to achieve, well in advance
of any solicitation. This is called the cultivation period. Cultivation
can be for a short period of time for smaller requests, or it can
stretch out over months or years for large funding solicitations.
One last word on ‘who you know’. The Board. Any organization
launching into a fundraising program must show the community
that the board governing the organization provides financial
support for its existence. Providing credibility and assurance,
board support is the foundation on which all other fundraising is
built.
Individuals, Corporations, Foundations. Aside from government
contracts and grants, all funding flows from these three sources.
Each one requires a different approach. Each one is integral to a
balanced and sustainable funding strategy.
How you approach each will depend on the programs being
funded, the time frame for funding requirements and the
resources available to fundraise.
• Fundraising from individuals
requires the most resources,
but properly stewarded,
they represent  the most
sustainable and influential
source of funding.
• Corporations are often
interested in sponsorship
which provides some level
of public recognition. They
may also be interested in
supporting specific programs
which provide outcomes
that are important to their
business line or industry.
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• Foundations provide another stable revenue source for
programs and services in your organization. They have a set
of imperatives and outcomes they are seeking for their own
mission success. To achieve this success, they grant money
to existing nonprofit organizations which are doing work
that meets their mission. Because of this, not all foundations
will fund all organizations, but choose those who are
accomplishing the type of work fitting their imperatives.
Pulling it all together
Developing a long term strategy for funding is part of your
organizations business development. Establishing funding
benchmarks based on both financial requirements and sufficient
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prospects will provide a clear and reliable road map. Dedicating
time, resources and expertise to defining your strategy in
fundraising pays significant returns.
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Only two steps to RAISE MORE MONEY
Step One:
Get more Donors
How to get more donors?
Look to your client base, your business community, not just the
business and owners but the employees as well. Look to your
vendors and their vendors and their vendors’. Look to similar
nonprofit organizations. Look to your board. How about your
boards’ contact books. Yes, pry them open and share the
wealth. Look to your own employees and their families.
And keep collecting prospects. Collect event attendees, website
visitors, people who write to request information. People are
everywhere, add them to your list. BUT ALWAYS, give them an
option to back out. No one wants to give to spammers. Get their
permission to be added to your growing list of ‘influential people’
in your community. Collect all these names in a big, clean
database (data hygiene is job one in fundraising).
Step Two:
Get your current Donors to give more
Check your Case Statement.

Does it say what you really
are doing with all that hard
earned dough? Truly?
“Giving kids a chance”
says nothing. “Providing
over 100 children in our
town, each month, with a
warm breakfast “. Perfect.
Now Ask for an increase because of your good works. Ask kindly
and with tremendous gratitude. Respectfully incorporate an
ask into everything you do. Planned requests and simple small
reminders that say “Hello, Mr. Donor, we’ve done this because
you and we could always use some more help.”

All fundraising is cyclical. For
each prospect or group of
prospects you target, the cycle
remains the same.
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Development Cycle in Relational
Fundraising
1. IDENTIFICATION
Know your potential
donor. Gain a broad
understanding of
your solicitation
group or detailed
information on a
specific prospect.
This will help to
direct with matching
your needs with
their interests.
There can never be
enough research in
this area.
2. CULTIVATION
Learn more about your donor pool or your individual. What are
their interests? Who is in their network? Why are they interested
in your organization? Share with them your needs, and the
specific outcomes achieved. Help answer their questions.
3. SOLCITATION
Solicitation of your prospect represents less than 1% of all time
you will spend with your donor. But it is a crucial component
of the cycle. You MUST make an ask. Few prospects will ever
give you what you need without you asking.
4. STEWARDSHIP		
Showing immediate appreciation for the gift and delivering
appropriate tax receipts for the donation. The maintaining
an ongoing relationship with donors between solicitations.
Keeping your donors aware of your successes - specific
outcomes that were achieved because of their contribution- is
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the sure fire way to keep your donors and encourage them to
give more over time, with each ask.
5. RESOLICITATION
The process of communicating evolving needs for subsequent
solicitation, which will flow naturally from your stewardship.

Your pyramid to success

Whether you’re starting your fundraising program or expanding
it, focusing on increasing your annual donor base is essential.
Growth in this section overtime is constant and necessary for
sustainable fundraising.
At the same time, attention to those prospects who can
make a larger gift is the core of your financial prosperity as a
nonprofit organization.
How is this accomplished? The next page reveals the Moves
Management system I find never fails.
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MAJOR GIFT DEVELOPMENT: Moves
Management
Annual fund donors are valuable to your organization for two
reasons:
1. They support your operating budget
2. They provide propsects for you Major Gift effort
Having a strong Major Giving program and track record is the
one essential differentiator in successful nonprofit organizations.
Major Giving is not a position or a department but a process
which engages everyone in the nonprofit: Executive leadership,
staff, board members, and community volunteers.
The process dedicated to makor gift solicitation cannot be
circumvented. Trying to end run the process by making the ask
too quickly, or by not doing your research before the ask, results
in damaged relationships, dysfunctional fundraising operations,
and diminished financial returns.
Major Gift Development begins with the aggregation of
prospects through some primary sources:
Annual Fund Donors
Qualified Recommendations
Current Board Member
New Board Members
Board Sponsored Cultivation Events
These aggregated prospects are then screened through a
variety of tools (Wealth Engine, Google, Lexis), where you can
determine their giving capacity, inclination, and readiness, as
well as historical, social and cultural details that are relevant to
your solicitation.
Through the screening and research, the prospects are assigned
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a number from 2-5, which reflects where they sit along the Major
Giving cultivation continuum.
• 2 (cultivation): Not enough is known about the propsect.
Cannot determine who would be best suited to act as
solicitor. Cant find the connection to your organization
• 5 (stewardship): Recently made a Major Gift. Recently gave
a multi year capital gift. Some relationship mending needs to
occur.
The 2’s and the 5’s are set aside, reviewed again at a later date
and regularly thereafter.
• 3 (pre-solicitation): Identified a strong solicitor team. Have a
financial target and date in mind of more than 12-18 months
out. Require more relationship building to get the prospect
familiar with the project/organization/service.
• 4 (solicit): Target ask and date secured. Solicitation team
ready. Ask date within 12 months.
Those assigned a 3 or a 4 are further researched and provided a
solicitation brief that outlines the Target ask amount, Target ask
date, Solicitation Team and Strategy with Key talking points.
The Major Gift team will expend the majority of their resources on
the development of these qualified 3 and 4 key prospects.
This precise, targeted group of Major Gift prospects, who are
scheduled for a solicitation within the next 18 months, are
tracked and results bench marked through a Forecasting Report.
The Forecasting Report provides details on who the propsect is,
who the solicitor team is, The solictation target amount of the
prospect and the solictation target date. It also hs columns for
last action step and next planned action step.
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II. Studying Feasibility
The financial goal of your fundraising campaign cannot be
determined without a feasibility study. Your campaign goal is not
determined by how much you need, but by how much you can
realistically expect to raise.
What will it provide?
Taking a
measurement of
past giving history,
donor statistics,
environmental issues
impacting your
efforts, as well as
time and human
resources available,
your feasibility study
consultant will project
a range in which you
can rely on campaign
funding, if all activities
are implemented as
directed.
This range is a more realistic and reliable goal than using the cost
of your project as a campaign goal. In many cases the goal
revealed through your feasibility study will be sent back to your
project planning and/or finance committee for consideration, as
it will affect the projects scope and funding plans.
Without a study to determine how much can be raised, it would
be folly to start out fundraising to reach an artificial and unknown
amount. Worse is to ignore the feasibility study determination and
set an artificially increased goal. No organization can benefit
from falling short financially on a fundraising effort, it does more
harm than good.
Harvest Development Group, LLC.
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Another outcome from your feasibility study is analysis of your
current and potential donor base to the campaign.
A well facilitated study will determine best prospects, range of
gifts (as a gift chart) and the number of gifts required, and a
categorized donor base for consideration. With this information
you can confidently move into planning and implementation
with a visualization of how you can be successful.
Planning for your Fundraising Campaign
After your feasibility study is completed, your organization has to
take the next step - planning for, launching and operating your
fundraising campaign.
Feasibility studies are time sensitive, because it deals with
dynamic data. The data revealed and used for results in your
feasibility study has an expiration date, like milk. Waiting too long
after a feasibility study is completed for your campaign to begin,
can be detrimental to your campaign. Sometimes waiting too
long to launch after a study is completed results in money being
left on the table, because the information used has changed
drastically for the better. It would be horrible to ask a donor for
an amount that is too low, because the study was produced with
information three years prior!
Worse, and more common, is a campaign which is delayed,
resulting in missed goals due to donors leaving, other
organizations in the community launching their own fundraising
campaign, project costs increasing, etc.
Ideally, study results are valid for about six to twelve months, but
no longer. Be certain that your organization is ready to move
forward when the feasibility study is completed.
As with the feasibility study, the planning, launching and
implementation of your fundraising campaign benefits
tremendously by bringing in counsel. Don’t try to save money in
this area, as a good consulting firm will not only help you raise
more money but save you money as well.
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III. Strategic Planning

The purpose of strategic planning is to transform your
organization and to establish a road map for that transformation
process to take place.
Strategic planning helps you to:
- Create a vision for your organization’s future
- Provide a framework and a focus for improvement efforts
- Optimize organizational systems and resources
- Provide guidance for day-to-day decisions
- Provide a roadmap for governance leaders
- Build a “critical mass”
- Provide a means for assessing progress
The organization embarking on a strategic planning process can
expect tangible products (outputs) which include a detailed
outline of the vision, mission, guiding principles, goals, strategic
imperatives, objectives, and action steps of the organization.
But the organization will also get many nontangible by-products
(outcomes)such as team building among the top leaders of
the organization, organizational alignment, consensus of the
leadership, and a focus for the future.
Strategic Planning can send a chill through the soul of even the
hardiest professional. Visions of hollow conference rooms, sheets
of blank white paper, droning facilitators, and corny ‘team
building’ games. Worst of all, the dull fear that perhaps, despite
our best efforts, we won’t actually use any of what has been
created to advance our mission, financial growth or capacity to
serve.
Strategic Planning does not have to be this way. In fact, it is the
Harvest Development Group, LLC.
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opposite of that horrid experience which if done correctly should
ins till optimism, elation and excitement in the participants, the
board and the clients of your organization.
But how do we achieve that vision? What is essential and how
do we facilitate the type of planning process that brings real,
evidentiary and qualitative change? The strategic planning
process is best led by an outside facilitator. If a hired facilitator
is not realistic, then an inside facilitator should be chosen from
a division, department or affiliate of the organization, who has
no vested interest in or impact by the outcome of the planning
process.
To facilitate an honest and effective strategic planning process
requires a thorough scientifically based assessment of what is
and has been fact, not opinion; an inclusive nature for strategy
discussion; abandonment of cynical thinking and perception;
and freedom to develop creative reactions to the discovery and
findings of the team.

Five Critical Success Factors in Strategic
Planning
1. Divide and conquer. The strategic planning
team you pull together to develop the 60,000
foot view of the issues and the development
of your imperatives, is not the same team that
will creatively define the actions necessary
to achieve such outcomes. Keeping these
two groups separate is essential to eliminating
mission and focus “spread”- actions taken
by those strategic planning participants who want to dive deep
into tactics, while the group is trying to maintain altitude on
perspective and vision.
Forming a Strategic Imperatives Committee, to handle the
mission, vision, charge, and development of the Strategic
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Imperatives; and separately a Strategic Action Committee,
to handle the creation and development of the activities to
achieve those imperatives lends itself to natural boundaries.
Capturing the thoughts of deep divers in a parking lot to be
shared with the actions committee, allows those tactical
practitioners to be heard, as well as get their useful ideas into
a more focused and productive forum where they can be
incorporated more…well, strategically.
2. Inclusive, rather than exclusive, participation. Abandon the
“senior staff only” model of corporate strategic planning and
invite a broad cross section of your organizations field workers,
advisors, volunteers, board, donors, clients and administrative
team. Encourage and empower those team members not
accustomed to sharing
their thoughts, experiences
and observations, by
making your strategic
planning area a judgment
free zone. This may require
NOT inviting certain senior
level staff who may inhibit
dialogue and authentic
communication you know
who they are. Include
those left out in a later summit, sharing the results and outcomes
of the strategy session and encouraging their feedback, which of
course you will find a way to use.
3. Fact over fiction. Corporate perception often drives
companies to their grave. Without accurate, objective and
core challenges and strengths being determined and used
in the planning process, a strategic plan is not relevant to the
actual company it is intended on leading. It becomes a ghost
document that is leading a judgment and not a reality. For
many companies, gaining that perspective, moving far enough
back to see the facts, is challenging,and these groups would
benefit from hiring a consulting firm to facilitate the audit and
assessment component of their strategic planning work. Asking
Harvest Development Group, LLC.
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the questions that seem obvious, the ones that do not accept
the first answer as fact, is a critical factor in obtaining true
perspective in your strategy development.
4. Supporting your efforts with sufficient resources. A conference
room, some white boards, a box of doughnuts and bottles of
water do not a Strategic Planning process make. Your planning
begins long before your groups are assembled for dialogue and
development of imperatives and actions. Time for audit and
assessment, aggregation of findings,dissemination and digestion
of results, affirmation of accurate conclusions- as well as the
development of agenda’s that work - require time, talent and
money. Make sure this is not aback of the napkin effort, and
you will be rewarded for your investment with results that are
productive and filled with opportunity. Assign a budget, a time
frame, and people responsible for tasks and actions steps in
developing your strategy.
5. Post planning strategy. Strategic
Planning does not end at 4 PM with
a round of applause and a ream of
notes. Although it will feel good to
finish, it’s only the beginning. Working
into your development the expected
outcomes, time frame for key
accomplishments, benchmarks, and
accountability personnel, as well as a
series of future meetings to touch base
as a group to measure the progress and make iterations of the
plan, is the final gauge in making your efforts work for your team.
Don’t finish two yards short oft he goal post- complete the effort.
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Intellectual Capital
Intellectual Capital
How are you managing
the ‘heads’ in your
organization? The growing
power of ideas - as
manifested in innovative
programs, policies
and processes - is the
key differentia tor for
a successful nonprofit
organization.
This means that the most important resource in your nonprofit is
not your donor database, or your special event… it’s the heads
that walk through your door every day. These heads make up
the differentia tor known as Intellectual Capital.
Building your organization’s Intellectual Capital has become a
science that has been shown to propel programs, services and
fund raising, to higher standards of success.
To raise Intellectual Capital in your nonprofit in today’s
competitive environment, it is essential to create a culture that
encourages creativity, innovation (get that good stuff out of
those heads) and an environment of retention that keeps your
best heads around.

Signs you are not leveraging the
Intellectual Capital of your organization
Thomas Stewart, early proponent of the concept of Intellectual
Capital through knowledge management states “like Lyme
disease, knowledge management problems have symptoms
Harvest Development Group, LLC.
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that sometimes mimic other
problems.” Each of these
symptoms indicate that
people in the organization
are not finding knowledge,
moving it around, keeping
it refreshed and up to
date, sharing it, or using it.
(Zurbuchen, 1998)
Here is what to look for
to determine where your
organization stands in nurturing Intellectual Capital:
- Same Mistake - seventh time.
- Duplicated effort
- “Silos”
- Someone is out, and work comes to a halt
- Consistent loss of materials and information for routine
projects and processes
- Goals and Objectives consistently not met
- Poor customer feedback on performance
- High turnover of excellent performing staff
- Declining values: Financial, Performance, Membership
- Poor Employee Morale
This list is not exhaustive but you get the picture, it’s a great
illustration of the environment experienced by nonprofits who
have not yet placed knowledge management of Intellectual
Capital as a core business function. Growing and retaining
Intellectual Capital requires strategy, plan and measurement.

Growing Intellectual Capital
Some steps to take in growing Intellectual Capital:
- Hire based on achievement and innovation in past positions,
not on education and experience in years only.
- Make sharing knowledge easy: Create an organizational
Wiki, a place for staff to enter learned concepts and share
information or ideas.
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- Encourage online communication: Organizational bulletin
boards where your brightest can test theories through
communication
- Reward innovative thinking: Most organizations are risk
averse. This translates into new processes and programs
meeting significant push back. Flip your model of operating
around to encourage, embrace and reward new processes
and programs.

Retaining Intellectual Capital
Findings from the 2012 national Nonprofit Employment Trends
Survey conducted by Nonprofit HR Solutions indicate that
three-quarters of nonprofits do not have any formal strategy for
retaining staff. That’s money out the door.
What are the key factors in retaining your Intellectual Capital
investment? Surprisingly, in repeated studies of the nonprofit
sector, rate of pay is not as important to retention as you may
think. Here is what is important:
- An environment that encourages and rewards autonomy.
That means self-direction, flexible work hours and
environment (work from home, café, beach) and a results
only measurement model. Innovative people like innovative
work styles.
- Frequent, positive and meaningful feedback on work results.
Especially with our newer generation of rising stars, Millennials
thrive on feedback. This is a generation that, for good or
bad, had helicopter parents, teachers and coaches, giving
direction, encouragement and correction at every step.
- A role that requires diversity of talents, skills and functions.
Many of the most successful people I know, have an
entrepreneurial attitude about their work, even if they don’t
own the company. Unlike multi-tasking (doing many things
at once), multi-talenting is using a variety of talents, learned
experiences and ideas in the execution of your work.
- Collaborative work. As a society, we have gained an
Harvest Development Group, LLC.
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addiction to tribal-ness: the desire to be affiliated and
interrelated in our communication, experiences and work
efforts. Collaboration also has the benefit of growing your
Intellectual Capital through knowledge management. It
needs to be encouraged.
- Work that is meaningful. Your creatives, innovators and
those who are bringing the most Intellectual Capital to
your organization, want to know that the results they are
accomplishing actually are feeding into higher levels of
success. Show them the corollary in an authentic and factual
way.
Intellectual Capital is a key driver for competitive advantage in
today’s environment for the nonprofit sector. He who grows the
brightest and holds them, wins. Therefore, Intellectual Capital
is an important, if not THE important, resource that nonprofits
need to develop in order to gain sustained strategic advantage
increasing their effectiveness in serving their constituency and
funding their mission.
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